We develop a new generalized coupling approach to the study of stochastic delay equations with Hölder continuous coefficients, for which analytical PDE-based methods are not available. We prove that such equations possess unique weak solutions, and establish weak ergodic rates for the corresponding segment processes. We also prove, under additional smoothness assumptions on the coefficients, stabilization rates for the sensitivities in the initial value of the corresponding semigroups.
Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new technique which makes it possible to study stochastic equations whose coefficients are assumed to be only Hölder continuous, and which does not rely on analytical results from the PDE theory. The analytic approach to the study of diffusion processes dates back to Kolmogorov, and nowadays is a common tool for the analysis of SDEs with low regularity of coefficients; e.g. [22] . For stochastic systems of more complicated structure, e.g. those described by stochastic equations with delay, this approach is not realistic because of the necessity to study PDEs in (infinite-dimensional) functional spaces. For such systems, the Itô-Lévy stochastic approach is typically used which requires (one-sided local) Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients; e.g. [19] or [21] . The current paper shows that the range of application of the standard stochastic analysis tools can be substantially extended, including delay equations with low regularity of coefficients.
Our approach is based on the concept of generalized coupling, which extends the classical notion of coupling in the following way. By definition, a coupling is a probability measure on a product space with prescribed marginal distributions. For a generalized coupling the marginals satisfy instead milder deviation bounds from the prescribed distributions. The class of generalized couplings is much wider than of classical couplings, and it is typically much easier to construct for a given system a generalized coupling with desired properties than a true one, for more details see Section 3 below. This makes generalized couplings quite an efficient tool in the ergodic theory of Markov processes, see the recent paper [6] where they were used as a key ingredient in the construction of contracting/nonexpanding distance-like functions for complicated SPDE models.
In [6] , generalized couplings were first constructed using stochastic control arguments, and then used for the construction of true couplings; in this last step the change of the marginal laws caused by the control terms was in a sense reimbursed. We call this type of argument a Controland-Reimburse (C-n-R) strategy. The same general idea -to apply a stochastic control in order to improve the system, and then to take into account the impact of the control -is scattered in the literature; e.g. it is used in [15, Section 5.2] in a construction of of contracting/nonexpaning distance-like function d(x, y) for delay equations, in [14] in an approach to the study of weak ergodicity of SPDEs, in [1] in the proof of ergodicity in total variation for degenerate diffusions, and in [4] in the proof of ergodicity in total variation for solutions to Lévy driven SDEs. Related ideas were used to establish the Harnack inequality for SDEs and SFDEs [25, 12] .
We further develop this general idea in the following two directions. First, we show that the Control-and-Reimburse (C-n-R) strategy is well applicable under just Hölder continuity assumptions on the coefficients (actually, one-sided Hölder continuity for the drift). This makes it possible to establish ergodic rates for delay equations with non-Lipschitz coefficients; moreover, essentially the same generalized coupling construction allows one to prove well-posedness of the system, i.e. that the weak solution to the equation is uniquely defined and the corresponding segment process is a time-homogeneous Markov process with the Feller property. Second, we establish stabilization rates for sensitivities for the model; that is, for the derivatives of the semigroup rather than for the semigroup itself. The natural and commonly adopted way to get such rates in a finite-dimensional setting is based on the Bismut-Elworthy-Li type formulae ( [3] , [11] ) which give integral representations of sensitivities based on the integration-by-parts formulae. Such a regularization effect in an infinite-dimensional setting becomes much more structure demanding, since the random noise (which is the source of the integration-by-parts formula) needs to be nondegenerate in the entire space; for one result of such type and a detailed discussion we refer to [8] , where reaction-diffusion equations with a cylindrical noise are considered. In the delay case the noise is finite-dimensional and thus is strongly degenerate; hence the Bismut-Elworthy-Li type formula for the (Fréchet) derivatives of the semigroup is hardly available. Nevertheless, employing the C-n-R strategy we are able to derive a family of representation formulae for these derivatives, which can be understood as "poor man's Bismut-Elworthy-Li type formulae", see (2.21) and (6.27 ). Namely, these formulae are not completely free from gradient terms like ∇f , but the weights in the corresponding integral expressions can be forced to decay exponentially fast at an arbitrarily large rate. Using these representation formulae we manage to establish stabilization rates for sensitivities (derivatives) of arbitrary order; note that the (full) regularization effect now has no reason to appear, and thus for these results we have to assume certain smoothness of the coefficients.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 the main results are formulated and briefly discussed. To make the exposition transparent, we explain in a separate Section 3 the cornerstones of the proofs. The detailed proofs of the three main groups of results are given in Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6, respectively. version of Lemma B.1 was actually suggested by him. The work on the project has been finished during the visit of AK to the Technical University of Dresden (Germany); AK is very grateful to the Technical University of Dresden and especially to René Schilling for their support and hospitality.
Main results

Weak solution: existence and uniqueness
Let n ∈ N and r > 0. Denote by C = C([−r, 0], R n ) the space of continuous functions with the supremum norm · . For a stochastic process X = {X(t), t ≥ −r} in R n define the corresponding segment process X = {X t , t ≥ 0} in C by
Consider the stochastic delay differential equation (SDDE)
with the initial condition X 0 = x ∈ C. Here W is a Brownian motion in R m , m ≥ 1, and a : C → R n and σ : C → R n×m are given functions. We will focus on weak solutions; that is, processes X with continuous trajectories such that (2.1) holds true with some Wiener process W .
Our main assumptions are listed below.
The function a is continuous, bounded on bounded subsets of C, and satisfies the following finite range one-sided Hölder condition with index α > 0: there exists C such that
Here and below we denote the scalar product in R n by (·, ·).
The function σ satisfies the following finite range Hölder condition with index β > 1/2:
Here and below ||| · ||| denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix, |||M||| := M 2 ij .
For each x ∈ C there exists a right inverse σ(x) −1 of the matrix σ(x), and
The following one-sided linear growth bound for a holds:
Note that a similar linear growth bound for σ holds true by (2.3):
Then the following statements hold.
1. For any x ∈ C there exists a weak solution X to (2.1) with X 0 = x.
2. The weak solution to (2.1) is unique in law; that is, any two such solutions with the same initial segment x ∈ C have the same law in C([−r, ∞), R n ).
3. The segment process X, which corresponds to the weak solution to (2.1), is a time-homogeneous Markov process in C, which has the Feller property.
The main difficulty in this theorem is the uniqueness statement 2. We note that by a slight modification of the proof one can get the same result assuming a being just continuous and bounded on bounded subsets (that is, allowing α = 0 in H 1 ). This minor improvement however does not apply to Theorem 2.2 below, and in order to keep the exposition reasonably short we thoroughly explain the one generalized coupling construction which suites well for both these results, and requires α > 0.
Ergodic rates for the segment process
Let d(·, ·) be a metric on C. The corresponding coupling (or minimal ) distance on the set P(C) of probability distributions on C is given by
Here C(µ, ν) denotes the set of all couplings between µ and ν, i.e. probability measures on C × C with marginals µ and ν. In what follows, we will consider d(·, ·) on C which is equivalent to the usual distance · − · and is bounded. In this case the corresponding coupling distance is a metric, and convergence in this metric is equivalent to weak convergence in P(C). The famous Kantorovich-Rubinshtein theorem provides an alternative expression for d(µ, ν): denote for f :
In the literature, d(µ, ν) is frequently called the 1-Wasserstein distance, though the name Kantorovich distance is historically more appropriate.
In this section we will establish weak ergodic rates for the segment process X t , t ≥ 0 with respect to a properly chosen coupling distance d(·, ·). That is, we will give sufficient conditions for X to have a unique invariant probability measure (IPM) π and quantitative bounds for the convergence d(P t x , π) → 0, t → 0; here and below we denote by P t x (A) = P x (X t ∈ A), A ∈ B(C), x ∈ C, t ≥ 0 the transition probability for the segment process. We adopt the method introduced in [15] and further developed in [5] , [10] , [17, Chapter 4] . The method is based on a proper combination of contraction, non-expansion, and recurrence properties, which we briefly explain here. Fix a time discretization step h > 0 and consider the skeleton chain
(2.10)
With a slight abuse of terminology, we will say that a set K ⊂ C is d-small for X h if d is nonexpanding for X h and is contracting on K × K (this definition differs from the original one [15, Definition 4.4] , but has essentially the same scope and is technically more convenient).
The crucial question in the entire approach is how to construct a non-expanding metric d, which in addition is contracting on a sufficiently large class of sets. The following theorem, which is the main result of this section, resolves this question for the SDDE (2.1). Denote for x, y ∈ C
Clearly, each d N,γ is a metric on C.
II. Assume in addition that the following stronger version of H 4 holds true:
Then for any h > r and positive γ < α ∧ (2β − 1) there exists N h,γ such that for any N ≥ N h,γ each set
Once a proper non-expanding metric d is constructed, the general theory can be applied which allows one to obtain (weak) ergodic rates, taking into account recurrence properties of the process and measuring how quickly the system visits a d-small set; e.g. [17, Section 4.5] . Namely, we have the following statement. Denote 14) and for a given measurable function φ :
Assume also that, for some h > r, the following Lyapunov-type condition holds:
Here V : C → [1, +∞) is a measurable Lyapunov function, C V is a constant, and the function φ : R + → R + with φ(∞) = ∞ is concave and strictly increasing. Assume that either
and in addition (2.12), (2.13) hold true.
Then there exists a unique IPM π for the segment process X, and for any γ ∈ (0, 1], δ ∈ (0, 1) there exist c, C > 0 such that
Remark 2.1. The bound (2.18) can be alternatively considered as a convergence rate for the semigroup
Namely, denote for γ ∈ (0, 1]
which is just the Lipschitz constant of f w.r.t. d γ ; see (2.8) and (2.14). Let also H γ denote the class of functions f : C → R with f Hγ < ∞. Then by (2.9) inequality (2.18) is equivalent to the following:
In general, it is a separate non-trivial question how to verify the Lyapunov condition (2.15) for delay equations. We do not address this question here, referring to [7] and references therein. Note however, that there are simple models, where this condition can be checked essentially in the same way as in the (non-delayed) diffusion setting. In the following proposition, α, b, c denote some positive constants, whose values can be specified in terms of the other parameters.
Proposition 2.1. Let the coefficient σ(·) be bounded, and the coefficient a(·) satisfy
(ii) If κ ∈ (−1, 0), (2.15) holds true with
condition (2.15) holds true with
The proof is analogous to the one of [5, Theorem 3.3] ; see also [17, Proposition 4.6 .1].
Finally, let us mention that, without assuming a Lyapunov function to exist, we still have the following stabilization property: if H 1 -H 4 hold and there exists some IPM π for the segment process X, then this IPM is unique and P [16] and [2] , based on the notion of e-processes; it is easy to see that Remark 5.2 yields the e-process property for X t , t ≥ 0.
Sensitivities w.r.t. the initial condition: integral representation and stabilization
Denote by C k (C) the class of k times Fréchet differentiable functions f : C → R with continuous derivatives. The k-th derivative and direction-wise derivatives for f ∈ C k (C) will be denoted by
respectively. Similarly the classes C k (C, R n ) and C k (C, R n×m ) of the functions valued in R n and R n×m are defined, and the notation for the derivatives is the same. By C k b (C), we denote the class of C k (C) functions, bounded with their derivatives up to order k.
For a fixed k ≥ 1, assume the following.
, and their derivatives of the orders 1, . . . , k are bounded and uniformly continuous on C.
We first consider the case k = 1. Define for λ ≥ 0, z ∈ C the process U λ,z as the solution to the SDDE
with the initial condition U
For any λ ≥ 0, z ∈ C the following representation formula holds:
Combining the representation formula (2.21) and Theorem 2.3, we get the following stabilization bound for ∇P t f as t → ∞. 
Remark 2.2. Note that the first term in the right hand side of (2.22) coincides with the bound (2.19) up to minor changes (extra logarithmic term and a time change ct → c Q t), which do not affect the structure of the estimate. The derivative ∇f is involved in the second term only, and this term is decaying very rapidly: at exponential rate, and the index Q in this rate can be made arbitrarily large.
Next, let k > 1 be arbitrary. For f ∈ C k (C) and j = 1, . . . .k, for any x ∈ C one can naturally treat ∇ j f (x) as a j-linear form on C. We endow the space of such forms by the usual norm
note that · (k) is actually a seminorm because the values of f itself are not involved in it.
Theorem 2.6. Let C (k) for some k > 1 and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold true. Then for any γ ∈ (0, 1], δ ∈ (0, 1), and Q > 0 there exist constants c k > 0, C > 0 such that for any
Note that the structure of the estimate for the higher order derivatives remains exactly the same as for the 1st order one: the first term essentially coincides with (2.19) and contains the H γ -seminorm of f , only, while the second term, which contains the f (k) -seminorm, decays exponentially fast. We mention that there exists an integral representation for the higher order derivatives, analogous to (2.21), see (6.27); actually, the proof of Theorem 2.6 is based on this representation. However, this representation is now less explicit and more cumbersome, that is why we do not formulate it separately here.
3 Outline: generalized couplings and the Control-and-Reimburse strategy
Within the classical coupling approach to the study of ergodic properties of Markov systems one has to construct, on a common probability space, a pair of stochastic processes with prescribed law, such that the distance between the components of the pair obeys certain bounds. For instance, inequality (2.10) implies that for any (x, y) ∈ B there exists a pair of segment processes X, Y with Law (X) = P x , Law (Y) = P y such that
The key question is how to construct a pair (X, Y) with the required properties. One naive way is to take the coupling which consists of two solutions to equation (2.1) with the same noise W and given initial conditions x, y. This natural coupling is often not a good choice. Namely, assume for the moment that the coefficients a, σ are Lipschitz continuous, then such a pair is well defined, but the contraction property (3.1) in general has no reason to hold true. Namely, let us consider, for illustration purposes only, the much simpler model of a non-delayed scalar equation:
Then a simple calculation using Itô's formula shows that
Hence for (3.1) to hold true with (say) d(x, y) = |x − y| one needs κ < 0; that is, the system has to be dissipative, which is a strong structural limitation. In the non-delayed case the synchronous (or marching) coupling construction outlined above is far from being optimal: there are much better possibilities, which exploit the analytical properties of the corresponding semigroup, provided by parabolic PDE theory. In the delay case such an analytical theory is not available, while the synchronous coupling admits a useful modification, which we further explain in detail.
In what follows, let x, y ∈ C be given, and X be the solution to (2.1) with X 0 = x. Next, let Y be a solution to the following controlled version of (2.1):
where the control term χ is yet to be chosen. For instance, still assuming a, σ to be Lipschitz continuous, we can take
Then, for λ large enough in comparison to the Lipschitz constants for a, σ, there exist C(λ), κ(λ) > 0 such that
see [15, Lemma 3.6] . This actually gives the contraction property (3.1) for d(x, y) = x − y and h large enough. In a sense, by endowing the original equation with the control term (3.4), we improve the original system from non-dissipative to a dissipative one.
Clearly, the pair X, Y is not a (true) coupling: since equation (3.3) contains an extra term χ t dt, the law of Y has no reason to coincide with P y . However, there is still some link between these laws, which is the reason for us to call the pair X, Y a generalized coupling. Namely, assume that the non-degeneracy assumption H 3 holds true, then (3.3) can be written in the form
Note that, by (3.5) and H 3 ,
Then the law of W on C([0, ∞), R m ) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the law of W and moreover the following bound for the total variation distance holds, see Theorem A.1 and (A.1):
Since Y is the strong solution to (3.6), it can be understood as an image of W under a measurable mapping Φ such that the image of W under Φ is just the solution to Let us summarize: because the direct construction of a coupling with the required properties may be difficult, we first construct a generalized one. At this stage, using additional control-type terms, the properties of the system can be improved, e.g. a contraction-type bound (3.5) can be provided for a non-dissipative system. Then we in a sense reimburse the changes to the marginal laws, generated by the control-type terms, using e.g. the bound (3.7) and constructing a true coupling from the generalized one. This is the essence of the two-stage C-n-R strategy mentioned in the introduction.
The C-n-R strategy appears to be quite flexible; now we explain how it can be applied to the study of sensitivities. Under the condition C
(1) the solution to (2.1) is L p -Fréchet differentiable w.r.t. x ∈ C; see Section 6.1 for the corresponding definition and proofs. The respective derivative in the direction z ∈ C equals just U 0,z , which clearly yields (2.21) with λ = 0. However, in order for the latter identity to provide the stabilization of the sensitivity as t → ∞, it is required that U where Y λ,x+εz is defined by (3.3) with (slightly changed) control term (3.4) and the initial value x + εz. We have for λ > 0 large enough U λ,z t → 0, t → ∞ exponentially fast; that is, using the control-type argument we actually transform a non-confluent system to a (sort of) confluent one. The "reimbursement" for such a control is represented by the additional term in (2.21), which appears due to the Girsanov formula.
In all the previous considerations, it was assumed that the coefficients a, σ are Lipschitz continuous. This limitation is not ultimate, and in some cases can be substantially relaxed; we postpone the detailed discussion of this subtle point to Section 5.1 below. Here we just outline the main idea we use in the the proof of weak uniqueness for (2.1). Let us take some weak solution to (2.1), and consider a family of approximate SDDEs of the form
in probability, and for any T
If σ is non-degenerate, the latter relation yields that the law of Y ε on each finite time interval is asymptotically close to the law of the strong solution to
Hence the laws of X ε are uniquely defined, and these laws weakly converge to X; this yields weak uniqueness for (2.1). The above argument actually exploits the same C-n-R strategy: thanks to the control term the lack of Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients is compensated, and at the reimbursement stage we change the (controlled) process Y ε to the (non-controlled) process X ε .
4 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Existence of a weak solution
Existence of a weak solution can be established in a quite standard way, based on a compactness argument. Both for this purpose and for the subsequent proof of weak uniqueness, we fix families {a ε }, {σ ε } such that (i) a ε → a, σ ε → σ, ε → 0 uniformly on each compact subset of C;
(ii) conditions H 1 − H 4 hold true for a ε , σ ε uniformly in ε; that is, with constants which do not depend on ε.
(iii) the functions a ε , σ ε are Lipschitz continuous on each bounded subset of C.
Note that such a family is easy to construct. Namely, one can consider a family P ε of finitedimensional projectors in C which strongly converge to the identity and such that
, and now a ε , σ ε are essentially finitedimensional. Taking convolutions with finite-dimensional approximate δ-functions one obtains the required families {a ε }, {σ ε }.
By property (iii) and (2.5), (2.6), equation (3.11) with the initial condition X ε 0 = x has a unique strong solution. By Itô's formula and (2.5), (2.6), for any p ≥ 2 there exists some C p such that d|X
We have
and thus
Then by Cauchy's inequality and Doob's inequality,
Hence, by the Gronwall inequality, we get the bound
then it follows from (4.1) that for any T
Recall the coefficients a ε , σ ε are bounded (uniformly in ε) on each bounded subset in C. Then it is a standard routine to show that, for any ν < 1/2, q > 0, and T there exists Q such that
is a ball in the space of ν-Hölder continuous functions on [0, T ]. This yields that the family of laws of X ε , ε > 0 in C(R + , R n ) are weakly compact. Since a ε → a, σ ε → σ uniformly on compacts in C and a, σ are continuous, any weak limit point for X ε , ε → 0 is a weak solution to (2.1); this argument is again quite standard, and thus we omit the details. This completes the proof of statement 1 of Theorem 2.1.
Weak uniqueness
As explained in Section 3, we will specify the law of an arbitrary weak solution X to (2.1) with X 0 = x 0 ∈ C as the weak limit of the laws of solutions to (3.11) . For the given weak solution X with X 0 = x 0 ∈ C, let W be the corresponding Wiener process on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, {F t }, P).
We fix some positive γ < α ∧ (2β − 1). We take Q > 0 (a free parameter, whose value will be specified later) and denote by B Q,x 0 1/3 (−r, 0) the set of x ∈ C such that for some v ≤ r
We define
, which is a compact set in C, and put
and we have υ ε → 0. In particular, there exists ε 0 > 0 such that |υ ε | ≤ 1 for ε ≤ ε 0 . In what follows we consider ε ≤ ε 0 only.
Consider a family of processes Y ε defined by the SDDEs
where
Since a ε , σ ε are Lipschitz continuous, the processes Y ε are well defined. Define also
and observe that the calculation from the previous section yields
with probability 1.
We have by Itô's formula
By the Cauchy inequality,
Note that
which simply gives 
Recall that a ε , σ ε satisfy analogues of (2.2), (2.3) uniformly in ε, and υ ε < 1. Then
On the other hand, since γ < α and υ ε → 0, we can choose ε 1 ∈ (0, ε 0 ] such that
In what follows, we consider ε ≤ ε 1 only. For such ε, we get by (4.8), (4.9)
A similar argument applies to Σ ε (s) = Σ ε,1 (s) + Σ ε,2 (s),
Likewise to (4.8),
and likewise to (4.9),
We are going to apply Lemma B.1 with a fixed T > 0 and
By (4.10), (4.13) the assumptions of Lemma B.1 hold with
Recall that γ < α, hence there exists χ > 0 such that
for ε > 0 small enough. Next, we have
That is, we can fix δ < 1/2 close enough to 1/2 and then choose χ > 0 small enough such that, in addition to (4.14),
for ε > 0 small enough. Denote
Then by Lemma B.1 with R = υ −χ ε we have
On the other hand, clearly υ 2+χ ε = o(υ 2 ε ), ε → 0 and thus for ε small enough we have
on Ω \ H ε . This yields that, for ε > 0 small enough,
Now we can finish the proof. Let T > 0 be fixed and F be a bounded continuous function on
with positive γ and υ ε → 0. This immediately gives (3.10), which leads to the bound similar to (3.7):
Since F is bounded, this gives
On the other hand, it follows from (4.15), (4.16) that, on the set {θ Q ≥ T },
Combining these two inequalities, we get lim sup
Recall that the choice of Q determines further details in the construction of the generalized coupling, e.g. the choice of υ ε . However, (4.17) does not involve Y ε , and Q > 0 therein is just a free parameter. Taking Q → ∞ and using (4.5), we finally deduce that
This completes the proof of weak uniqueness, since an arbitrary weak solution X ε to (2.1) is now uniquely specified on any finite time interval [0, T ] as the weak limit of the solutions to (3.11).
Continuity and the Markov property
Denote by P t,x , t ≥ 0, x ∈ C the law of X t , where X is the (unique in law) solution to (2.1) with X 0 = x. Denote by {P ε t,x } the corresponding laws for the approximating sequence X ε defined by (3.11), and consider the respective families of integral operators
We have just proved that, for a given f ∈ C b (C),
point-wise. This convergence is actually uniform on each compact subset K of C: this can be obtained using just a slight modification of the previous proof, where the Hölder ball B Q 1/3 (−r, 0) in the choice of υ ε is replaced by B Q 1/3 (−r, 0) ∪ K; we omit the details. Then the functions T t f, t ≥ 0, f ∈ C b (C) are continuous and bounded. Now the Markov property for X is obtained from the same property for X ε by the usual approximation argument: for arbitrary t > s > s 1 , . . .
in the last identity we use that X ε → X weakly and T ε t−s f → T t−s f uniformly on compacts. This proves that X is a time-homogeneous Markov process with the transition function {P t,x (dy)}. The Feller property has already been proved: for f ∈ C b (C), the functions T t f, t ≥ 0 also belong to C b (C).
Proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3
Let us give a short outline. We will prove Theorem 2.2 in two steps. First, we will show that for N large enough, d N,γ is contracting on the set
Since d N,γ (x, y) ≤ 1 everywhere, this will immediately yield that d N,γ is non-expanding. Then we will prove the following support-type statement: for any given z ∈ C, δ > 0, and h > r,
where B is either a bounded set, or B = H c and (2.12), (2.13) hold true. These two principal statements combined will complete the proof of Theorem 2.2; for convenience of the reader we prove them separately in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 below. In Section 5.3 we prove Theorem 2.3 as a corollary of Theorem 2.2 and the general theory.
Contraction property of
The proof is based on the generalized coupling construction, very similar to the one introduced in Section 4.2. Recall that the coefficients of (2.1) are not Lipschitz continuous. To overcome this minor difficulty, we will systematically use the following trick: first, we make the construction for Lipschitz continuous coefficients; then, we provide estimates for the generalized coupling, which involve the constants from the conditions H 1 -H 4 only; finally, we remove the additional assumption for the coefficients to be Lipschitz continuous by an approximation argument.
For given x, y ∈ C, take υ = x − y . Let X be the solution to (2.1) with X 0 = x and Y be the solution to the following controlled equation, similar to (4.3):
At the moment, we additionally assume a, σ to be Lipschitz continuous, hence X, Y are well defined as the strong solutions to the corresponding equations.
We repeat, in a slightly different and actually simpler setting, the calculations from Section 4.2. Namely, by Itô's formula,
We will take x − y = υ ≤ υ 0 with υ 0 > 0 small enough. In particular, we will have 2υ ≤ 1, which allows one to apply (2.2), (2.3) and get similarly to (4.10), (4.13)
We take χ, δ, κ the same as in Section 4.2, and use Lemma B.1 and the same calculation as in the proof of (4.16). We obtain that, for a given T > 0, there exist υ 0 > 0 and
Note that the choice of the indices γ, χ, δ, κ in the above construction is determined by the Hölder indices α, β; once this choice is fixed, the level υ 0 and the constants C 1 , C 2 depend only on T and the constants from the assumptions (2.2), (2.3).
Now, let h > r be fixed. The inequality
yields the bound
x − y .
Then, taking υ 0 we obtain finally that there exists υ 0 > 0 such that
On the other hand, the control term
Similarly to (3.7), from this and H 3 we get that
Now it is easy to perform the "reimbursement" step; that is, to derive a required bound for Ed N,γ (X h , Y h ), where X, Y is a properly constructed (true) coupling. For the reader's convenience we formulate this step in a separate proposition, which is a modification of statement (i) of [6, Theorem 2.4].
Proposition 5.1. Let, for a family {µ
x , x ∈ C} ⊂ P(C), the families of C-valued random elements {ξ x,y , x, y ∈ C}, {η x,y , x, y ∈ C} be given such that (i) Law(ξ x,y ) = µ x , and for some γ ∈ (0, 1], υ > 0, C > 0,
(ii) for some θ ∈ (0, 1), and a function
In what follows we take N ≥ N 1 and x, y such that d N,γ (x, y) < 1; then (i) and (ii) hold true.
The following useful fact is well known ([9, Problem 11.8.8], see also [17, Lemma 4.3.2] ): if (ξ, η) and (ξ ′ , η ′ ) are two pairs of random elements valued in a Borel measurable space, such that η and ξ ′ have the same distribution, then on a properly chosen probability space there exists a triple of random elements ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 such that the law of (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) coincides with the law of (ξ, η) and the law of (ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) coincides with the law of (ξ ′ , η ′ ). On the other hand, by the assumption (i) and the 
here we adopt the definition
Take ξ = ξ x,y , η = η x,y and consider the corresponding triple ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 . Then ζ 1 , ζ 3 is a (true) coupling for µ x , µ y , and
and
Since p(s) ≤ 1 and s −γ p(s) → 0, s → 0, we have that
Define N 2 by the identity
Then the required statement holds true for N 0 = max (N 1 , N 2 ). Now, we can complete the proof of the contraction property of d N,γ for X h on D N,γ . Let γ, κ, υ 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 be the same as in (5.5) and (5.6). We apply Proposition 5.1 with
and obtain that there exists N 0 such that
which provides the required contraction property under the additional assumption that a, σ are Lipschitz continuous.
The last step in the proof is to remove this limitation; for that, we use an approximation procedure. The choice of the index γ and the constant N 0 in (5.7) is determined only by the assumptions H 1 − H 3 . Let a family of processes {X ε } be defined by (3.11) with a ε , σ ε same as in Section 4.1, then the corresponding transition probabilities satisfy a uniform analogue of (5.7):
We have already proved in Section 4.2 that P h,ε x → P h x weakly as ε → 0. Note that d N,γ (x, y) is a bounded metric on C, and the convergence in this metric is the same as in the standard one. Hence weak convergence in P(C) is equivalent to convergence w.r.t. the coupling distance d N,γ . In particular,
, ε → 0, and thus (5.7) follows from (5.8).
Remark 5.1. The generalized coupling construction, used in the proof above, can be also used for a study of the continuous time family P t x , t ≥ 0. Namely, using (5.4) in a similar way as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we get that there exists a constant C h such that
(5.9)
Remark 5.2. There is another possibility, not used in the previous proof: instead of making the "reimbursement step" at the time segment [0, h], one can iterate the "control" step on the segments [h, 2h], [2h, 3h], . . . . The corresponding pair of processes X t , Y t ≥ 0 will satisfy then
by (5.5) . This bound combined with the Markov property and (5.6) will give
where P y denotes the law of X t , t ≥ 0 with X 0 = y in the path space C([0, ∞), C), and Law(Y) is understood in the same sense. That is, essentially the same construction as in the above proof gives a generalized coupling for the entire path of the segment process. Making now the "reimbursement step" similarly to (and simpler than) Proposition (5.1), one can construct a (true) coupling X t , Y t , t ≥ 0 for P x , P y such that
Proof of (5.2).
We prove the support-type assertion (5.2) using a stochastic control argument, which is similar to, and simpler than, the one from Section 4.2, Section 5.1. Thus we give the principal steps only, and omit the details.
Let for a given z ∈ C, h > r the function z h ∈ C([0, h], R n ) be defined by
We consider a family of processes X λ,x , λ > 0 defined by
Since we need these processes to be well defined, we assume for a while that a, σ are Lipschitz continuous. Then there exists λ large enough such that
recall that B is either a bounded set, or B = H c and (2.12), (2.13) hold true. The proof of the above statement is completely analogous to the proof of (5.4), and is omitted. In addition, one has
On the other hand, X λ solves (2.1) with dW (t) changed to
Since we have assumed a, σ to be Lipschitz continuous, for each x ∈ C there exists a measurable mapping
which resolves (2.1) with the initial condition X 0 = x up to the time moment h; that is,
At the same time, we have
By Theorem A.1 and (5.14), 
Taking N = N 1 = exp(4C 2 + 4 log 2), we get
In the above construction λ, C 1 , C 2 , N 1 depend only on the constants from the assumption H 3 and inequalities (2.5), (2.6), the set B, and the time step h. That is, using the same approximation argument as in the previous section, we can get rid of the additional assumption that a, σ are Lipschitz continuous. This gives (5.16) without any extra assumptions, and completes the proof of (5.2).
Proof of Theorem 2.3
Since d γ,N (x, y) decreases as a function of γ, without loss of generality we further assume that γ satisfies the assumption γ < α ∧ (2β − 1) from Theorem 2.2. Fix ℓ such that
where φ, C V are respectively the function and the constant from the Lyapunov condition (2.15). 
On the other hand, by [17, Theorem 2.8.6 ] the recurrence condition R (i),(ii) of [17, Theorem 4.5.2] holds true with W (x, y) = V (x) + V (y), and λ(t) = Φ −1 (t). We define 
Now we can obtain the required statement as a direct corollary of [17, Theorem 4.5.2] . Namely, take q = δ −1 , p = (1 − δ) −1 , and denote 
(5.18) Then [17, Theorem 4.5.2] yields that there exists unique IPM for X and for some c, C > 0
By Fatou's lemma and (5.18),
in the last inequality we have used that inf x φ(V (x)) > 0. By the Markov property and (5.9) we have
this completes the proof of (2.18).
Proofs of Theorems 2.4 -2.6.
The proofs of all these three theorems will be based on the following auxiliary construction. Denote
Let x ∈ C be arbitrary but fixed. Denote by X x the (strong) solution to the SDDE (2.1) with X x 0 = x, and consider a family of processes Y λ,y , λ ≥ 0, y ∈ C defined as the solutions to
Note that each Y λ,y depends also on x, but we do not indicate this explicitly in order to keep the notation easy to read. Denote
and observe that |β λ,y (t)| ≤ C. Then the classical Girsanov theorem applies; e.g. [18, Chapter 7] . Namely, the family
satisfies EE λ,y (t) = 1, and the process
is a Wiener process on [0, t] w.r.t. the probability measure E λ,y (t)dP. Equation (6.1) is just (2.1) with dW changed to dW λ,y ; thus
In addition, since β λ,y is bounded by a constant, we have for each p ≥ 1, t > 0
Proof of Theorem 2.4
Let B be a separable Banach space. We will say that a family of B-valued processes Z y (t), t ∈ [0, T ], y ∈ C is L p -Fréchet differentiable at a given point y ∈ C, if for any z ∈ C there exists a family
are linear, and sup
We have the following.
, y ∈ C} of processes taking values in R n and C respectively are L p -Fréchet differentiable at any y ∈ C. Moreover, the processes
Proof of Theorem 2.5
First, we fix h > r such that (2.15) holds true; it is an assumption of Theorem 2.3 (and thus of Theorem 2.5) that such h exists. In what follows, the constants may depend on h but we do not indicated this in the notation.
Next, we note that, for any p ≥ 1 and Q > 0, one can fix λ large enough such that
This follows by Itô's formula and Lemma B.2 applied to the family of processes
In the sequel we use this inequality for the particular value p = (1 − δ) −1 and a fixed Q. Note that by (6.13) we have
Next, we note that by (6.13), H 3 , and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, for any
and sup
we have
On the other hand, by the Markov property,
By (2.9) and (2.18),
Clearly,
hence by (6.15) with t 1 = 0, t 2 = t 0 and Hölder's inequality applied to p = (1 − δ) (X t 0 ) ). On the other hand, if t 0 = kh, k ∈ N, then it follows from (2.15) that
Since φ is concave and non-negative, we have
Now we can finish the proof. Since the function φ(v) is sub-linear (see (6.19) ), the function r(t) is sub-exponential. In particular, we can fix c Q ∈ (0, c/2) small enough such that log r(c Q t) ≤ Qt 2 , t ≥ 0.
because r(·) is increasing, and c Q < c/2. Combining the representation (2.21) and (6.14) -(6.20), we get
which after simple re-arrangement gives (2.22).
Proof of Theorem 2.6.
For k > 1, the argument remains principally the same as the one developed for k = 1 in the two previous sections, with just technical complications which makes the proof more cumbersome. Thus we just outline the main steps of the proof, paying particular attention to one new circumstance; see
Step 5 below. Everywhere below we assume C (k) to hold for some k > 1. 
That is, the first term (the sum) on the right hand side of (6.27) admits an estimate completely analogous to (6.14).
The second term on the right hand side of (6.27) is analogous to the second term in (2.21). A slight new difficulty which appears in the case k > 1 is that now this term can not be simply written by means of a stochastic integral: E λ,x,z 1 ,...,z k (t) is actually a mixture of various multiple stochastic integrals. This difficulty can be resolved by the following trick, which makes it possible to estimate this term without a study of its inner structure. We have for arbitrary t 0 ≤ t
(6.29) By (6.16) and (6.26),
which is a straightforward analogue to (6.17) . The term with J = ∅ equals Ef (X x t )E λ,x,z 1 ,...,z k (t 0 ) = EP t−t 0 f (X t 0 )E λ,x,z 1 ,...,z k (t 0 ).
Note that EE λ,x,z 1 ,...,z k (t 0 ) = ∇ z 1 . . . ∇ z k EE λ,y (t 0 )| y=x = ∇ z 1 . . . ∇ z k 1 = 0.
Repeating literally the calculations used in the proof of (6.18) and using (6.20), we get Ef (X x t )E λ,x,z 1 ,...,z k (t 0 ) ≤ C 1 r(c(t − t 0 )) δ t 0 + φ(V (x)) δ f Hγ z .
(6.31) Using (6.28), (6.30), (6.31), and repeating the optimization in t 0 procedure from the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.5, we complete the proof of the theorem.
A The Kullback-Leibler distance and related bounds
For a pair of probability measures µ ≪ ν on a measurable space (X, X) the Kullback-Leibler (KL-) divergence of µ from ν is defined by
The KL-divergence is known to be a stronger measure of difference between probability distributions than the total variation distance; in particular, the following Pinsker inequality hold true, e.g. [ where W is a Wiener process in R m , and (β t ) t≥0 is a progressively measurable process. The following bound is available for the KL-divergence of the law µ ξ of the process ξ on C([0, ∞), R m ) w.r.t. of the law µ W of W (the Wiener measure). 
B Auxiliary tail-and L p -estimates
The following lemma was suggested by R. Schilling.
Lemma B. Let for some constants A ≥ 0, B > 0, λ > 0 and a random variable τ ≥ 0 η(t) ≤ −λU(t) + A, m(t) ≤ B, t ≤ τ.
Assume also that τ ≤ T for some constant T > 0.
Then for every δ ∈ (0, 1/2) there exist C 1 , C 2 > 0, which depend only on δ and T , such that where ξ(t) = η(t) + λV (t) ≤ A, t ≤ τ. 
